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The JSR approval ballot

- JSR 348 was approved on May 31.
- SE/EE EC
  - 15 yes.
  - 1 did not vote (Google.)
- ME EC
  - 11 yes.
  - 5 did not vote (AT&T, Stefano Andreani, SK Telecom, Samsung, Vodafone.)
Working style

- The Expert Group consists of all EC members.
- Mike DeNicola will chair a *Working Group* that will meet weekly.
- All EG members are free to attend WG meetings, but we expect a core of members to attend most meetings.
- This group will report back regularly to the full EG, and will seek its approval for the work it performs and the decisions it makes.
- Some of the weekly meetings may be labeled *Expert Group* rather than *Working Group* meetings.
- We will seek to operate by consensus (general, but not necessarily unanimous, agreement) rather than by voting.
- Anyone who strongly disagrees with a decision will be encouraged to publish a dissenting opinion, and then to support the majority.
Transparency plan

- A public java.net project has been created with a Wiki, Expert Group and Observer aliases, discussion forum, issue tracker, and a document archive.
  - Wiki will be “read-only” (used to publish information.)
  - The Observer alias is subscribed to the Expert Group alias.
    - Any java.net member can subscribe to (and write to) it.
    - EG members need not subscribe to it.
  - Any java.net member can subscribe to and write to the forum.
    - The forum is the preferred way of providing feedback.
  - Working documents, meeting minutes, etc. will be published in the document archive.
  - The issue-tracker will be used to formally track comments.
- No public “subscribers” yet (we haven't publicized the project.)
Schedule

- **7 June**: approve the Expert Group's working style and transparency plan.
- **12 July**: approve Early Draft.
- **13 July - 12 August**: 30-day EDR review.
- **10 or 11 August**: approve Public Review draft.
- **13 August**: 30-day Public Review starts.
- **6 - 12 September**: Public Review ballot.
- **13-14 September**: work on Proposed Final Draft during f2f meeting.
- **21 September**: publish Proposed Final Draft.
- **28 September**: submit Final Draft to PMO.
- **30 September**: publish Proposed Final Final Draft.
- **October 4-17**: Final Approval Ballot.
- **October 18**: election starts.

*Dates in red are EC meetings*
Questions?